The CANNEX Pay Index™ has increased since Sep-27-2023 +0.19%

**Commentary - October 25, 2023**

Based on the average of the CANNEX Pay Index yields, someone investing $100,000 into an immediate income annuity can expect a payout of $625 per month for a yield of 7.51%. This is an increase of approximately $190 per year since Sep-27-2023.

The CANNEX Payout Annuity Yield (PAY) Index™ is a baseline measurement of the lifetime yield that a retiree can expect from an immediate income annuity. The CANNEX Pay Index can be used to compare the performance of cash flow strategies with or without the use of an immediate income annuity. A weekly history of the CANNEX Pay Index is available from CANNEX free of charge. For more information about the CANNEX Pay Index or how to obtain historical rates, contact CANNEX at 1-800-387-1269 or cannex@cannex.com.